Real life practice of sweat testing in Europe.
Evidence based guidelines exist for sweat testing, which remains a key component of a diagnosis of cystic fibrosis (CF), especially following newborn bloodspot screening (NBS). There are emerging challenges with respect to maintaining a valid sweat test service, notably a smaller number of sweat tests ordered in regions with established NBS programmes where Pediatricians refer less children for sweat testing, younger patients and equipment becoming obsolete. The ECFS Diagnostic Network Working Group has undertaken a comprehensive survey to better define sweat test practice across Europe. The survey was completed by 136 European respondents representing a CF center or laboratory providing a sweat test service (65% from regions with NBS for CF). There was considerable variance in practice, often not consistent with guidelines. In particular collection of sweat from two sites was rarely reported in European centres in contrast to US guidelines. There was a range of different references quoted for cut-off for both a positive and intermediate test. Most responses suggest cost is becoming an increasing issue and is not sufficiently reimbursed. This work will inform best practice guidelines and resources to sustain and improve sweat testing in Europe.